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Abstract

The aim of this research was to better understand the effects of products quality, price reasonableness, brand image, and attitude towards customer’s intention. This research was guided by four research questions: What product quality has a positive influence on express delivery services a positive attitude? What price reasonableness positive influence on attitude to use express delivery services? What positive effect on brand image expresses delivery services? What positive attitude influence on intention to use express delivery services? The methodology employed was survey of 100 customers plus in-depth interviews with courier service operators. Interviews and survey were conducted from August to October 2015. This research was used SEM techniques for data analyze. The results confirmed there was no relationship between products quality, price reasonableness and attitude. Furthermore, brand image has influence attitude. The mediating role effects of custumer’s attitude for product quality, price reasonableness and brand image towards customer’s intention offer new insight into antecedents on custumer’s intention in a high influence. This study presents an original contribution to understanding brand image effect and its attributes either directly or through attitude towards customer’s intention is determine.
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1. Introduction

Competitive advantage is likely to depend on market orientation, which means fosters behaviors that lead to customer’s perception of superior value. Market orientation implies to customer’s needs and delivering solutions and services that meet customer’s needs, which indicates customer orientation. The phenomenon of attitude and intention to use express delivery service part of orientation to the customers is an interesting issue to be studied. Previous studies show inconsistency attitudes and intentions models relating to express delivery services (Li & Petrick, 2008). This is due each study is based on the object and different settings. These conditions provide opportunities to design an alternative model capable of elaborating phenomenon to be observed.

The alternative model is built based on five variables: products quality, price reasonableness, brand image, and attitudes which explain its influence on intention to use express delivery services. Thus, prediction models of individual behavior intention can be explained as follows: Product quality needs to be examined because these variables effectively to influence customer attitude (Stank et al., 2003; Richey et al., 2007; Rafid & Jaafar, 2007). However, different findings on influence customer behavior and product quality services performed by Mentzer et al., 2001) indicating customer perceptions about product quality is very relative and changeable nature because of individual psychological influence.

In a context of product’s quality services, including express delivery services (EDS) emphasize multiple components and conceptually different dimensions. Grönroos (1990) and Sze et al. (2013) proposed that measure product quality on service consists of three dimensions: (1) technical quality; (2) functional quality and (3) image. Technical quality is a component related to the output of services received. While functional quality is a component related to service delivery quality. The image is a component associated with company profile, reputation, attractiveness. Russell & Hoag (2004); Narayanan et al. (2009) have several attributes in context express delivery like timeliness, orders accuracy, information quality, availability and personal relationships quality. Overall dimensions punctuality has enormous influence (Beinstock et al., 2010; Rahman, 2006; Mentzer et al., 2007). Hence, EDS Standards adopted by the Global Express Association (Frontier Economics 2015) requires that express delivery attributes are: global reach, reliability, transparency, speed, security. Furthermore products quality re-tested for effectiveness in this study.

Price reasonableness considered important in attitudes formation toward express delivery services. This is due that price used by a customer to evaluate a product, both products services, and goods. Prices can give positive or negative perceptions. In this study price reasonableness needs to be investigated because there are still inconclusive understanding between price and behavioral intentions. The inconclusive understanding shown by several studies that a significant relationship is that customer behavior intention is influenced by the price of services is low (Keaveney, 1995). On the others side studies show no significant relationship that customer’s intention to behave is influenced by the high cost of service (Mittal et al., 1998). Imran et al. (2010) found that price reasonableness and consumer buying behavior is related to one another. The main reason customers switched because of price, for
example, expensive, unreasonable and pricing policies that cannot be trusted (Peng & Wang, 2006).

Customers in choice determining by comparing price with services quality provided. Customer well-done price reasonableness of service innovation is acceptable, then it will have a positive attitude towards, so it can receive a higher price. It can be said that a high-quality service will consider customers even to pay higher fees than a lower quality of service (Chitty et al., 2007). Thus, price reasonableness re-tested for effectiveness.

Brand image is a perception in customers’ minds a good impression of a brand (Hawkins & Coney, 2004). A good impression could arise if a brand has an impression of superior, good reputation popular, good and excellent service (Aaker, 1997; Kotler & Keller, 2012). The brand image may elaborate memories, beliefs and preferences of customers’ attitude toward a brand and corporate image perceptions influence on intention and brand purchase behavior (Hsieh et al., 2004; Karampour & Ahmadinejad, 2014). Vahid & Aidin (2012) find the attitude towards brand effect on product choice, but no significant relationship between individual intentions and product choice. This inconsistency conditions about a diversity of perception of value to the brand image. Thus, brand image re-test to look at the consistency of customers’ attitudes and intentions.

The nature marketing context of customer orientation, attitude considered influence intention to use express delivery services. The attitude formation can be seen from Multi-dimensional models. Its view that attitude as a construct of three components: cognitive, affective and conative (Rosenberg & Hovland, 1995; Chang, 2011). The research focus is to explain model predictions attitudes and intentions on express delivery services. Multi-dimensional models used to describe attitude willingness of individuals to determine customers’ attitude on service delivery in express. Based on research Ehigie (2006) show that positive consumers attitude is a critical factor associated with customer expectations, perceived service quality, commitment to the product, brand or service companies that generate purchase intent. Donio et al. (2006); Brunner et al. (2008) indicate that positive customers’ attitude are not sensitive to negative information and positive attitude fully take effect to a brand. Thus, attitude used to see consistency as mediation of customer goodwill. Here, researchers wanted to know individual’s wish through attitude dimension as a mediating variable.

The intention to use express delivery services is adopted from several earlier studies designed intention as a dependent variable (Wang et al., 2010). This is because that study was intended to offer an understanding of how customers can improve the use of services. Customers wish to use services are based on beliefs and values related to the acting of using these services. One possible different cause that intention based on experience has been done; or information obtained from an environment (Anoraga, 2000). In the context of study intention was analyzed by using the Theory of Reasoned Action = TRA introduced by Fishbein & Ajzen (2010) and using the Theory of Planned Behavior = TPB introduced by Ajzen (2001). Under the TRA, a decision to act is the best forecasts in individual intentions. It can be said that a person intention is considered describing behavior and attitude of directing subjective norm (Chang, 2011). While TPB developed the TRA, especially is the addition of perceived
behavioral control factors. So the study used combined TRA and TPB

1.1 Problem Statement

Conceptualization of variables to be studied, namely: product quality, price reasonableness, brand image and attitude influence intention to use express delivery services. To encourage practices this study addresses the following questions: Is product quality has a positive influence on express delivery services a positive attitude? What price reasonableness positive influence on attitude to use express delivery services? What positive effects on brand image express delivery services? What positive attitude influence on intention to use express delivery services?

1.2 Research Objectives

The general purpose of this study is to look at the effect of product quality, price reasonableness, brand image and attitude influence on intention. Especially, this study aims to figure product quality has a positive influence on attitude; price reasonableness positive influence attitude; brand image positive influence attitude; and attitude positive effect on the customers’ intent to use express delivery services.

1.3 Research Contributions

The contribution of this study is to offer a new approach that is more comprehensive, namely elaborate dimensions of product quality, brand image, price reasonableness, and attitude to assess the extent of its significance to customer’s intent to use express delivery services; contribute to the science of management. Especially to understand the effect of product quality, price reasonableness, brand image, attitude to assess the extent its significance to customer’s intent on express delivery services. Then, show main factors that explain highest variation in customer’s intent on express delivery services company will help policymakers to reform corporate marketing service significantly and qualified; a pioneer in customer’s intent perspective to use express delivery services. The findings of study will fill chasms theoretical to explore role of attitudes that decide customer’s intent to use express delivery services and mainstreaming for further studies in marketing services.

2. Literature Review

In a literature review, the relevant theory is explained by a model. The diversity of references that occur can be explained by providing a common view on earlier studies and research will examine. Here researchers wanted to know individual’s wish through sequence dimensions of knowledge, feelings and intentions to use express delivery services. The discussion begins with account intention theory became basis study. This follows by attitude, products quality, price reasonableness, and brand image.

2.1 Intentions

Cognitivism focused intention to use express delivery services as a variable-mediated by attitudes toward product quality, price reasonableness and brand image (Anoraga, 2000). The intention is individual’s need that requires beliefs and values assigned to actions on specific
objects. It is a self-direction to execute sealed actions to get in demand results and measured through efforts deployed (Webb & Sheera, 2006; Ajzen, 2001), based on experience or information in the foreshadowing. Intention assumed factors motivational that influence behavior (Ajzen, 2001). Noted that relationship intention-behavior mostly correlational evidence and could not explain intentions on behavior causality. An intention of causing behavior change and how attitude incorporate other factors influence behavior. Earlier research, action intentions specified by the Theory of Reasoned Action = TRA proposed by Fishbein & Ajzen (2010). TRA components applied well-defined intentions, namely: trust, motivation; attitude guiding behavior, subjective norm; and intention to act.

Trust factor as main elements that determine a consumer’s intention to do certain actions (Hong & Cha, 2013) consumer’s belief will not act opportunistically. Trust is a mental picture thought and opinions are influenced by social context. Mowen & Minor (2001) shows consumer belief is a customer’s subjective perception about benefits and product quality on different attributes. Trust idea is fundamental in developing consumers’ attitudes and intentions (Pei et al., 2014) keep promises and commitments. Subjective norm components refer to a subjective judgment of others individual preferences (Ajzen, 1991). Chang (2011) show a relationship indicator subjective norm on attitudes and intentions in behavior shows inconsistent results, namely that subjective norms affect customer’s intention. Different studies show subjective norm indirect effect on intention through attitude (Tarkianen & Sunqvist, 2005).

TRA stated that intention is the best predictor of behavior and intentions influenced by attitude and subjective norm factor. Several researchers have demonstrated successful use of TRA in predicting a relationship between intention and behavior. Intention someone described attitude directing behavior and subjective norms (Chang, 2011). Attitude refers to individual perception toward certain behaviors (Werner, 2004). Based on these research, derived the fact that customers’ positive attitude towards services will increase intention to use services. In the study Ajzen (1991) added perceived behavioral control / PBC in determining individual behavioral intention, known as TPB.

PBC is an added predictor for joint intention attitudes and subjective norm. Webb & Sheeran (2006) show that intention determining of behavior, besides the PBC can predict direct to behavior or mediate relationship between intention and behavior. TRA and TPB theory describes attitude directing behavior influenced subjective norm and perceived behavioral control. So intention can be explained attitude leads to behavior refers to an individual’s perception either positive or negative towards certain behaviors. Subjective norm refers to social factors and characteristics in real life. Percept of behavioral control refers to individual perception about ease certain behaviors will perform.

2.2 Attitude

Attitude is a meaningful variable considered influence intention. In this situation attitude can mediate product quality, price reasonableness and brand image on intention to use express delivery services. Previous studies indicate attitude as ideas, thoughts, ideas and emotions having predisposes behavior (Rosenberg & Hovland, 1995; Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010). Attitude
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consistently has a positive relationship to intention to use (Tarkianen & Sundqvist, 2005). Attitude applies to the quality assessment of like or dislike of a person against the behavioral assessment. This means that if a customer has a positive attitude towards a product, the customer realizes intention to use. Li & Petrick (2008) noted inconsistency explain attitudes toward product services. This inconsistency shows that inquiry becomes not brought orders for posture concept in defining form process of customer attitudes toward product services. Gaps offer opportunities for these studies to develop a model that can apply to this issue. Problematics of customer’s attitude is a tendency to react positively or negatively to service product. In this context, attitude as a predisposition to behaves intention to use.

2.3 Products Quality

Products’ merchandising goods and services is a key factor delivers value to customers. Have a tangible product attribute, service features, design, performance quality, brand name and packaging. According to Kotler & Armstrong (2010) product a quality considerable impact on products performance or services, so associated with value and customer satisfaction. Objective quality refers to technical properties are measured. Products can be verified through process and quality control including product features, product performance, and durability. Wankhade & Dabade (2006) defines it differently that product quality is determined by how customers perceive product’s quality on the market. Perceptual quality refers to consumer value judgment. Product’s quality includes features and products characteristics or services that rely on its ability to fulfill or implied needs. That way product quality as suitability for purpose or conformance to requirements.

This study focuses on perception quality, Aaker (1997) argues it can show a superior differentiation of products or services and make consumers think selective towards a brand. Perception quality influenced factors such as earlier experience, education level, and perceived risk and situational variables such as purchasing purpose, purchasing situation, time urgency, and social background. The company engaged services to focus on service quality as a strategy compete (Chaoprasert & Elsey, 2004). Customers can receive more benefits position itself better than the competition Studies Parasuraman et al. (2005); Goode & Harris (2006) finds service product has influence attitudes and intentions of customer behavior. Similar research (Cronin & Taylor, 1992) showed quality perception is a significant predictor customer behavior affects behavioral intentions. Ahmad & Kamal (2002) showed service quality is antecedent intention to behave and more influential rather than attitudes.

Product quality is a disparity between the actual product and product expected from customer’s outlook. Gaps actual product performance and product perception requires less concern to a research of product perceived quality with other marketing variables such as customer satisfaction and purchase intention. Ahire et al. (1996) adopt products quality with attributes: performance, reliability, suitability and durability. Lefkoff-Hagius & Mason (1993) described product quality is measured by three attributes are characteristics, benefits, and imagery. The third attribute influencing consumer behavior and preferences in deciding of choice. Products characteristics are qualities that define a product or service. Benefits refer to an individual or an interest in information perceived while referring to the image formed by
the individual’s subjective interpretation of phenomenon perception. Study Lee & Tan (2003) show that meaningful influence attributes well in exploring effects of consumers’ judgment of product quality, but product characteristics and image is not significant.

At a consumers perspectives products quality has two categories, namely: objective quality and perceived quality. Services quality consisting of equipment used (physical qualities), image (reputation of the company), and interaction between contact personnel and customers (interactive quality). The research context, subjective quality perspective view product quality saw on perceived quality because it focuses on a consumer’s subjective assessment. Quality perception can show a superior product differentiation. According to Grönroos (1984), product quality component is a quality of technical, functional and image quality. Liu et al. (2014) indicate that express delivery services based timeliness. Previous studies conducted by Kannan & Tan (2002); Cakravastia & Takahashi (2004) costs (freight rates and prices) and risk (reliability, losses, and collateral) on product quality are defined as perception quality of customer to express delivery services. Mentzer et al. (2007) indicate reliability and quality of personal relationships as criteria outlined against selecting intention services. Research Fawcett et al. (1996) indicates that performance is affected by delivery service: fast delivery, reliable, high-quality service, responsiveness, innovative, and competitive pricing. Colonna (1997) indicate that product quality indicators used by Federal Express: regulatory, reliability, completeness, correctness, harmfulness, productivity.

In this study, product quality is defined as quality perception to express delivery service/EDS. Express delivery services is a method of communication and transportation that serve documents, packages, and goods delivery from door to door in a certain time period (Daniel Sokol, 2003). EDS refers to goods / relatively high value documents (important letters, bills, tenders, reports, certificates) delivery, a mixture of air and land transport modes time-sensitive (accepted until all the goals in a 24-72 hours), EDS nature are door to door, pick-ups, time bound, insurance shipment, reliability, safety and security of shipment, trace and tracking facilities, and proof delivery barcode (Oxford Economic Forecasting, 2009). Customers decision to use services based on personal perception of product, not on factual certainty, subjective perception is substantially more important than their knowledge of objective reality (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2004).

Product quality measures implemented by corporation include lead time, regularity, reliability, completeness, flexibility, truth, harmfulness, productivity. Colonna (1997) show product quality indicators applied by Federal Express: Regularity; Reliability; Completeness; truth (correctness); risk of damage (harmfulness); Productivity. Similar to product quality attributes Fawcett et al. (1996); Colonna (1997), standards the Global Express Association requires express delivery attributes are: Global Reach, or ability to send goods anywhere; Reliability (know where time of receipt); Transparency or can trace consignments; Speed; Security or find safe delivery of goods in supply chain. Then the study used on base the Global Express Association Standard (Frontier Economics 2015), i.e., Global Reach; Reliability; Transparency; Speed and Security.

2.4 Price Reasonableness
Price reasonableness is considered in this study because it can create attitudes formation toward express delivery services. Customer cognitive conception, price factor is something that must be paid to get some type of product (Zeithaml, 1988). In delivery context, in addition to price as a form of sacrifice that had to be paid for services but also imposed as insurance cost (Gerrard & Cunningham, 2004). One possible cause of decision to switch behavior to products / services of others, according to Colgate & Hedge (2001); Peng & Wang (2006) due to price.

Based on studies Imran et al. (2010) and Lee (2012) indicated that price reasonableness will be assessed in accordance with service quality, both significantly associated with a positive attitude (Oliver, 1997) depends on equity principle. Known that customers make choices by comparing price with service quality provided. Service performance is a service perceived (Rahman, 2006; Mentzer et al., 2007). Express delivery service factors considered is shipments timeliness, and reposition price is accepted, customer to be positive about product / service and receive a higher price. Karampour & Ahmadinejad (2014) mention that price sensitivity hasn’t effect on intentions customer purchase. Then price reasonableness dimension used to look for consistency against customer intention.

2.5 Brand Image

The company’s brand can be same as brand product / service is a marketing communication activities enables a company to obtain an image. The brand company confirmed that company stands behind product or service described by a product or service that will be used customers (Aaker, 2004). Brand image is important variables considered in this study because it can affect customer attitudes to intended use by express delivery services.

Based on research Aaker (2004), Anisimova (2007), Blomback et al. (2007), Martenson (2007), Da Silva et al. (2008) indicate that brand image is a type of association that comes to mind customers when considering a brand, association a certain image that is convincing to brand. On the corporate side, a brand is used to sell products at low prices and transformed to change the added value on quality and service. Indeed, brand image and corporate image perception influence on intention and brand purchase behavior (Hsieh et al., 2004; Karampour & Ahmadinejad, 2014). This is due to customers tending to use services products when customers require (Choi & Fishbach, 2011). Based on studies Matthiesen & Phau (2010) indicate that brand image is formed by a perception of service quality. Blomback et al. (2007) indicate brand was built by the interaction with the unity of the features that are intangible and tangible representing the brand. Research Valentini et al. (2011) indicate that brand selection decisions process by customers evolves over time, such as a desire to use the product / service, tolerance prices and intention to recommend products or services. The quality of service perceived customer (Aydin & Ozer, 2005) is a form of evaluation to determine the perception of a brand image, (Pina et al., 2006) supplementary service affects the company’s image, especially brands that already have an image of a high. Ogba & Tan (2009) indicate that brand image influence positive attitude. In the context study is able to identify customer’s express delivery service company that chooses to convince ourselves in using the express delivery service product that services delivered match what was promised.
According to Keller & Lehmann (2003), brand image and attitude affect customer’s intention, Nguyen & LeBlanc (1998) indicates that attitude is more influential than the brand image of the intention. Hsieh et al. (2004) indicate that perception of company’s brand big influence on buying behavior. Brand choice decision occurs when customers recognize a symbolic relationship between the brand images with consumer’s self-image (Arnould et al., 2005). Vahid & Aidin (2012) indicate that it cannot predict actual behavior of selection of products/services, due to various reasons, particularly situational reasons. Brand image is measured from consumer’s perception of company performance concerned, the basic idea of value-percept diversity, customer satisfaction offer what consumers need and ability to pay to meet the wishes of (Martenson, 2007).

The brand image reflects brand attributes some of strongest associations were intangible, abstract benefits and customer attitude in each category of product that is different from a product brand of products services. Brand image is a perception in the minds of customers about a good impression of a brand (Hawkins et al., 2004). A good impression could arise if a brand has a unique advantage/superior, good reputation, popular, nice and provide the best service (Aaker, 1997; Keller & Lehmann, 2003; Kotler & Keller, 2012). Thus, brand variables used to see consistency of attitudes and customers intentions.

3. Research Framework and Hypotheses

The approach used in assessing the influence of attitudes and intentions of customers are TRA of Fishbein & Ajzen (2010) and TPB developed by Ajzen (2001) with adding the perceived behavioral control as a determinant of behavioral intention. Dimensions intention to behave customers essentially determined by three factors: a person’s attitude toward behavior, the degree of social pressure one feels about the behavior and the degree of acceptance of control perceived in behavior. The third component of this belief interacts and be a decisive intention that determines a person’s behavior. In a study of the influence of the attitudes and intentions of customers in using express delivery services, the proposed research model as follows:

3.1 Product Quality Positively Influence on Attitude

Customers use express delivery services for reasons of timeliness submissions (Kannan & Tan, 2002; Cakravastia & Takahashi, 2004), at competitive prices (Bienstock & Royne, 2010; Rahman, 2006; Mentzer et al., 2007) reliable, safety and shipment security (Oxford Economic Forecasting, 2009). Parasuraman et al. (2005); Goode & Harris (2004) said that service quality is a significant predictor of attitudes (Cronin & Taylor, 1992) affects intention to behave. Indicate that intentions better than customer’s attitude towards products/services quality. The degree of intent describes customer state while attitude is perceived by degree assessment of products/services quality provided by providers. In accordance opinions by Fawcett et al. (1996); Colonna (1997) about product quality attributes this study used the Global Express Association Standard (2015), namely: Global Reach; Reliability; Transparency; Speed and Security are predicted to affect positive attitude. Based on these results, products/services quality included in model and proposed the first hypothesis as follows:
H1: Product quality positively influence attitude to use express delivery services.

3.2 Price Reasonableness Positively Influence on Attitude

Price is an important variable for positive attitudes toward express delivery services formation. Prices give positive or negative consumer perception (Zeithaml, 1988; Gerrard & Cunningham, 2004) to assess a product, both products services, and goods. Colgate & Hedge (2001) conclude behavioral effect on the price of customer attitudes about products/services (Peng & Wang, 2006) price (expensive) and pricing policy cannot be trusted. Based on Imran et al. (2010) studied price reasonableness will be assessed by a customer in accordance with service quality, both significantly with a positive attitude. Different studies Chitty et al. (2007) high-quality services would be considered good even pay more expensive than low-quality services so that services (Rahman, 2006; Mentzer et al., 2007) is difficult to reposition price. Based on the research above, following hypothesis is advanced:

H2: Price reasonableness positively influence attitude to use express delivery services.

3.3 Brand Image Positively Influence on Attitude

Based on research Aaker (2004); Anisimova (2007); Blomback & Axelsson (2007); Martenson (2007); Da Silva & Syed Alwi (2008) explained that brand image is customer attitudes perception when considering a particular brand, an image can be brand assured. The brand image role elaborating memories, belief and preference of customer’s attitude toward a brand (Hsieh et al., 2004; Karampour & Ahmadian, 2014). Keller & Lehmann (2003) explain that brand image and attitude affect customer’s intention. Nguyen & LeBlanc (1998) indicated attitude is more influential than a brand image on intention. Hsieh et al. (2004) indicate the company’s brand perception big influence on buying behavior. Noted that brand image positively influence attitude and intention to use a particular product. Vahid & Aidin (2012) indicating that it cannot predict actual behavior of products/services selection, due to various reasons, particularly situational reasons. Based on research above, following hypothesis is advanced:

H3: Brand image positively influence attitude to use express delivery services.

3.4 Attitudes Influence on Intentions


Focus of this study aims to describe the model predictions about attitudes and intentions on express delivery services are to explain individual’s desire degree to determine attitude on express delivery services customer. Based on research Anoraga (2000) indicate intention based on experience and motivational factors influence behavior (Ajzen, 2001). Intention described attitude directing behavior and subjective norms and refers to individual’s perception that benefits against certain behaviors (Werner, 2004) and increasing the intention
to use the services. Results of research Webb & Sheeran (2006) indicate that the intention is the determinant of behavior, in addition to the PBC can predict directly to behavior or mediate relationship between intention and behavior. Based on these studies proposed hypothesis therefore is:

H4: Attitude to use express delivery services mediates the relationship between product quality, price reasonableness, and brand image on customer’s intention to use express delivery services.

Based on these descriptions, research model on attitudes and intentions customers using express delivery services in Jakarta this basic framework can be arranged as shown in Figure 1 as follows:

![Figure 1. The conceptual model](image)

4. Methods

The results are justified scientifically from source and truth, and then research methods are designed to provide a clear and structured basis instruments used to test a hypothesis. In order to achieve these objectives, this chapter will discuss scope, sampling techniques, operational definition and measurement of variables, and statistical methods.

4.1 The Scope of Research

This study was designed as an exploratory research to explain a phenomenon (Maholtra, 2007). The research was conducted in Jakarta using survey techniques and data collected are cross-sectional.

4.2 Sampling Techniques

The target population in this study is customers who intend to choose express delivery service for shipments / packages / documents in Jakarta chosen as study setting are expected to limit a scope of study so that results are relatively homogeneous. Non-probabilistic sample taken
with following criteria: (1) sample must have knowledge of courier / courier service / mail / express delivery services intended use; (2) Sample never use a delivery service and intend to use express delivery service at PT. Nugraha path Ekakurir (JNE) during August to October 2015. The determined number of samples of 100 respondents, thus meeting the minimum eligibility criteria for consideration data analysis aspects of Structural Equation Model / SEM (Hooper et al., 2008).

4.3 Operational Definition and Measurement of Variables

4.3.1 Product Quality

Product quality is defined as an individual’s perception of product superiority (Aaker, 1997). In this study variable product quality adopted from Global Express Association (2015). Product quality variable was measured with dimension (a) Global Reach (knowing its wide range) measured using five indications: (1) unlimited range; (2) reach to all corners; (3) a broad range; (4) reach to corner and (5) spread range; (b) Reliability (knowing of reliable service) were measured using five indications: (1) timely service; (2) reliable services; (3) consistent; (4) tested services; (5) ministry assured. ; (c) Transparency was measured using five indications: (1) service is transparent; (2) service is open; (3) services are easily tracked; (4) service is easily detected and (5) explicit service. (d) Speed (fast delivery) was measured using 5 indications (1) fast delivery; (2) timely delivery; (3) delivery smoothly; (4) delivery efficient and (5) delivery reliable. (e) Security was measured using five indications: (1) safe delivery; (2) delivery is guaranteed; (3) are not damaged; (4) shipment is not lost, and (5) shipments protected. Each item was measured using a 5-point Likert scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

4.3.2 Reasonableness Price

Price is defined as an individual’s quality perception. The price factor is a sacrifice that must be paid to get some product type (Zeithaml, 1988; Rahman, 2006; Mentzer et al., 2007). This variable was measured by using 5 price reasonableness indicators (Karampour & Ahmadinejad, 2014): (1) reasonable rates; (2) reasonable rates; (3) affordable rates; (4) reasonable rates, and (5) usual fare. Each item was measured using a 5-point Likert scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

4.3.3 Brand Image

Based on the earlier studies, the researcher determined that this variable was measured by using brand image attributes. Brand image is elaborating memories, beliefs and preferences of customer’s attitude toward a brand. So the brand image is measured using 5 indications (Hsieh et al. 2014): (1) popular brands image (2) superior brand image. (3) a good brand image. (4) brand image has a good reputation. (5) brand image has a good impression. Each item was measured using a 5-point scale Linkert from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

4.4 Positive Attitude towards Express Delivery Services

Attitude is defined as a degree of evaluation like or dislike of a person against an object or product (Ajzen, 1991). This means that if a customer has a positive attitude towards a product,
the customer tends to manifest intention. Attitude measure multi-dimensional (Rosenberg & Hovland, 1995) as a construct in a hierarchical manner described through a cognitive, affective and conative sequence.

In this study, express delivery services attitude is measured by using a 5 attitude indications, namely: (1) Glad to express delivery services; (2) Likes to express delivery services; (3) excited to express delivery services; (4) Happy on the existence of express delivery services, and (5) Think positive to express delivery services. Each item was measured using a 5-point Likert scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

4.5 Intention to use Express Delivery Services

Intention to use express delivery services (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010) measure of confidence, motivation; attitudes to direct behavior, subjective norm; intention to act, and perception of behavioral control. This variable was measured by using 5 indications: (1) It will use express delivery services; (2) Want to use express delivery services; (3) Tendency to use the suit express delivery; (4) Willingness to use to use express delivery services; (5) Regarding use of these services in the future. Each item was measured using a 5-point Likert scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

4.6 Validity and Reliability Instruments

In early stages of testing statistical validity and reliability testing. Validity test is done is construct validity test, using factor analysis. Technique analysis factor is expected to find dimensions, indicators and grains of solid form constructs of variables tested. Items selection criteria based factor analysis, are commonly used limits degree of confidence sample or value of Kaiser Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy (KMO)> 0.50 when KMO value above 0.50 and loading factor> 0.40 then item received is considered to be valid for further analysis. Table 1 Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) value as commonality factors, and endorsement cumulative variation supports construct validity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables/Constructs</th>
<th>KMO value</th>
<th>Commonality value</th>
<th>Total factor</th>
<th>Cumulative variance (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product quality</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>Values above 25 item 0.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>64.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price reasonableness</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>Values above 5 item 0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>71.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand image</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>Values above 5 item 0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>66.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>Values above 5 item 0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>69.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>Values above 5 item 0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>69.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The validity of test results showed that whole point statement amounted to 45 items declared valid because all variable has a value of KMO> 0.50 and loading factor> 0.4. The reliability test was conducted to measure internal consistency instrument. Measurement reliability test used are coefficient Cronbach’s alpha, with a limit of reliability if value Cronbach’s alpha
obtained exceeds 0.7 (Maholtra, 2004) or value Cronbach’s alpha exceeding 0.8 is considered as reliability value is good (Hair et al., 2006).

Table 2. Value reliability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables/Constructs</th>
<th>Amount items</th>
<th>number of items aborted</th>
<th>Cronbah’s alpha (α)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product quality</td>
<td>25 item</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price reasonableness</td>
<td>5 item</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand image</td>
<td>5 item</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>5 item</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention</td>
<td>5 item</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reliability values for all constructs of 5 variables, namely: products quality, price reasonableness, brand image, attitude and intention exceeds 0.70. Reliability test showed products quality is 0.92; price reasonableness is 0.90; a brand image is 0.87; attitude is 0.89 and intention are 0.89. This shows that all questions in research instrument can be used to collect the data since a value of instrument reliability is good.

5. Results and Discussion

Characteristics of respondents indicated that ratio between men and women that is 68% male and 32% female. 32% based on marital status is not married and 68% were married. Judging from education mostly high-educated respondents (68%), being educated junior and senior relatively small proportion, respectively 1% and 31%. These results indicate that college graduates tend to have better knowledge about delivery service and a majority in urban. 27% is based on the work of civil servants, 41% of private employees, 9% of entrepreneurs, 2% military / police and 3% other.

5.1 Variable Measurement

Measurement product quality by using five dimensions, namely: (1) Global Reach, (2) Reliability, (3) Transparency, (4) Speed and (5) Security. The results showed that speed with $\alpha = 0.89$ and reliability with $\alpha = 0.81$ is a primary measure of product quality express delivery services. Price reasonableness by using five indicators, namely: (1) reasonable rates; (2) reasonable rates; (3) affordable rates; (4) reasonable rates, and (5) the usual fare. The results show that the indicators of fair rates with $\alpha = 0.89$; affordable rates ($\alpha = 0.88$) reasonable rates ($\alpha = 0.85$) and a rational tariff ($\alpha = 0.82$) is price reasonableness main measure.

Brand image by using five indicators, namely: (1) a popular brand image; (2) superior brand image; (3) good brand image; (4) brand image has a good reputation; (5) brand image has a good impression. The study results showed that brand image has a good reputation ($\alpha = 0.87$), good brand image ($\alpha = 0.86$), popular brands image ($\alpha = 0.80$) and brand image have a good impression ($\alpha = 0.80$) is as key measures to brand image. Measurement of intervening variables attitudes using five indicators, namely: (1) happy to express delivery services; (2)
likes to express delivery services; (3) excited to express delivery services; (4) happy for the existence of express delivery services; (5) think positively of express delivery services. The results show that the indicators of positive thinking to the express delivery services cognitive element \( (\alpha = 0.83) \); happy to express delivery services \( (\alpha = 0.81) \); like to express delivery services \( (\alpha = 0.89) \) both elements of affective and happy on the existence of express delivery services connative element \( (\alpha = 0.84) \) four indicators as attitude primary measure.

Furthermore, dependent variable intention to use express delivery services using five indicators, namely: (1) It will use express delivery services; (2) Want to use express delivery services; (3) Tendency to use express delivery services; (4) Willingness to use express delivery services; (5) Regarding use of these services in the future. The results showed that indicator will use express delivery services (attitude directed behavior) with \( \alpha = 0.84 \); want to use express delivery services (trust and motivation) with \( \alpha = 0.88 \) and a willingness to use express delivery services or intentions \( (\alpha = 0.87) \) as the three main measure on intention to use express delivery services.

5.2 Structural Equation Model

To test the hypothesis using SEM. Its test confirmed independent variable on dependent variable simultaneously. Hypothesis testing using SEM analysis to determine models suitability and items used in study through an absolute test of goodness-of-fit. According to Hair et al., (2006) there are six tests that need to be done and a model that should be considered to reach a stage of absolute goodness-of-fit when four of six tests that indicate that model had reached a stage of absolute goodness-of-fit. SEM analysis show that absolute goodness-of-fit test six of the good and meets suitability model, namely: value of likelihood ratio chi-square statistics 6.79 (df = 3, \( p = 0.08 \)); GFI = 0.97; RMSEA = 0.08; AGFI = 0.89; CFI = 0.98 and the NFI = 0.97. Thus, this model is declared eligible to be used as a tool to confirm the theory that has been formed based on observational data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>( D_k )</th>
<th>( X^2 ) (p)</th>
<th>GFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>AGFI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>NFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>product quality, price reasonableness, brand image, attitude and intention</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.79 (0.79)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. GFI = Goodness-of-fit index, RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation, AGFI = Adjusted goodness of fit index, CFI = comparative fit index, NFI = normed fit index. *** \( p <0.01 \).

To determine influence product quality, price reasonableness, brand image, attitude and intention to use express delivery services can be seen from path coefficient between variables used. Attitudes are influenced by brand image, this is indicated by \( p \)-value is 0.00 < 0.01. Product quality (\( p \) value is 0.39 > 0.05) and price reasonableness (\( p \) value is 0.07 > 0.01) did not affect attitude. While intention is influenced by attitude significantly (\( p \)-value 0.00
Table 4. Coefficient variable path

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>C.R.</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>attitude &lt;--- product quality</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attitude &lt;--- brand image</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attitude &lt;--- price reasonableness</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intention &lt;--- attitude</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>12.61</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. CR= Critical Ratio. ***p < 0.01.

Figure 2 shows coefficient value between product quality and attitude is 0.02; price reasonableness and attitude is 0.15; brand image and attitude is 0.64; while attitude on intention is 0.76.

![Figure 2. Model of product quality, price reasonableness, brand image, attitude and intention](image)

5.3 Hypothesis Testing Results

In this study, hypotheses are tested by comparing p-value <0.05 or p <0.01 to determine significance level. When a value of p <0.05 or 0.01 then Ho is not supported, otherwise if p-value > 0.05 or 0.01 Ho supported. Based on Table 4 research hypothesis testing can be described as follows:

Influence product quality against attitude is not significant, this is indicated by p-value is 0.39> 0.01 and has a regression coefficient of 0.03 which indicates that increase in product quality does not affect attitude. Critical ratio (p = 0.39> 0.01) and C.R. of 0.86 indicates that influence of product quality on attitudes isn’t meaningful. Thus, the hypothesis of positive influence on the product quality positive attitude established express delivery services are not
Furthermore, showed price reasonableness effect on attitude is not significant. This is indicated by regression coefficient of 0.15 with a CR at 1.80 and p = 0.07 > 0.01, meaning price reasonableness does not affect attitude. Thus, the hypothesis price reasonableness positively influences attitudes express delivery service is not supported. The third hypothesis testing, brand image positively influence attitude on express delivery services is indicated by a positive regression coefficient for 0.64 with CR at 6.06 and p = 0.00 <0.01. Results of this study significantly higher brand image higher influence express a delivery services attitude. Thus, the hypothesis that formed supported.

The results show that there is a positive influence attitude on intention to use express delivery services. This is indicated by regression coefficient of 0.76 with CR amounted to 12.61 and p-value = 0.00 <0.01. This means customers’ positive attitudes influence intention to use express delivery services so that the fourth hypothesis that explains the attitude of mediating influence price reasonableness, product quality and brand image of customer’s intention to use express delivery services established supported.

Furthermore, it is known that indirect influence product quality and price reasonableness on intention to use express delivery services is very low, respectively $\alpha = 0.02$ and $\alpha = 0.12$. While brand image indirect effect (with attitude) on intention to use express delivery services are adequate, namely $\alpha = 0.49$.

6. Discussion

Product quality does not influence customer’s attitude in using express delivery services at JNE. Product quality measures for express delivery services using standard Global Express Association (Frontier Economics 2015), which requires express delivery attributes Global Reach; Reliability; Transparency; Speed; Security. Found that speed with $\alpha = 0.89$ and reliability with $\alpha = 0.81$ are product quality main measure. This proves that the JNE is known as a reliable express delivery services company in speed and timely shipment of goods is supported. Results of these studies are not consistent with a study of Cronin & Taylor (1992); Goode & Harris (2004), which shows that products quality perception is a significant customer behavior predictors that affect behavioral intentions. This finding is not in line with the research (Cronin & Taylor, 1992; Ahmad & Kamal, 2002) indicated that service quality is antecedent intention to behave. Services quality more influence on intentions rather than customer attitudes. These results differ from findings of Goode & Harris (2004) that product and services have proven positive effect on attitudes and intentions of customer behavior. Research findings are consistent that size of perceived quality of express delivery services based on timeliness (Kannan & Tan, 2002; Cakravastia & Takahashi, 2004) based costs (freight rates and prices) and risk (reliability, losses, and collateral).

Price reasonableness influence attitude is not significant and does not support hypothesis formed. The indicators used to measure price reasonableness are: (1) reasonable rates, (2) rational rates, (3) affordable rates, (4) a normal rate and (5) fair rates. The study found indicators of fair rates with $\alpha = 0.89$, affordable rates ($\alpha = 0.88$), reasonable rates ($\alpha = 0.85$)
and a rational tariff ($\alpha = 0.82$) is main measure of price reasonableness. This condition reflects that high price sensitivity does not affect customer perception of express delivery services JNE. This is consistent with the findings Karampour & Ahmadinejad (2014) price sensitivity does not affect customer’s purchase intention. Results of price reasonableness are not consistent with Colgate & Hedge (2001) findings that behavioral prices affect a decision to switch customers to products / services and Keaveney (1995) studies about inconclusive price with behavioral intention indicated their intention to behave customers significantly affected services price is low. These results are not consistent also with a study of Zeithaml et al. (1988) if price reasonableness of service innovation is accepted, then customer to be positive about product / service and receive a higher price. The results study is consistent with research Mittal et al. (1998) found no significant relationship that customer’s intention to behave is influenced by service price is high.

Brand image influence on attitudes, that means its higher brand image influence on express delivery services attitude. Brand image indicators shows that a good reputation ($\alpha = 0.87$), brand image of good ($\alpha = 0.86$), popular brands image ($\alpha = 0.80$) and brand image have a good impression ($\alpha = 0.80$) is main measure. This is consistent with (Aaker, 1991; Aaker, 2004) opinion that quality perception can show a superior differentiation of products or services and make consumers think selectively to brand and services described by brand products or services that customers will use. These results are consistent findings (Hsieh et al., 2004; Karampour & Ahmadinejad, 2014) that brand image elaborating memories, beliefs and preferences of customer’s attitude toward a brand, then brand image and perception of corporate image influence on intention and brand purchase behavior. Also consistent with studies Matthiesen & Phau (2010) that brand image is formed by quality perception as their experience result. The company’s brand influence positive customers attitudes and behavior in line with Blomback & Axelsson (2007) findings that brand is formed by interaction with features unity that is intangible and tangible representing the brand as well as consistent with studies Ogba & Tan (2009) indicate that brand image influence attitude. Good customer perception could arise if a brand has a unique advantage / superior, good reputation, popular, nice and provide the best service (Aaker, 1997; Kotler & Keller, 2012).

The results show customers’ positive attitudes influence intention to use express delivery services, so hypothesis that formed supported. Thus, intention to use express delivery services is mediated by attitudes toward product quality, price reasonableness, and brand image. The indicators used to measure attitude are: positive thinking as a cognitive element ($\alpha = 0.83$); happiness ($\alpha = 0.81$); like to express delivery services ($\alpha = 0.89$) both elements of affective and happy on existence of express delivery services connative element ($\alpha = 0.84$), these four indicators as a attitude primary measure. While intention indicators reveal attitude directed behavior with $\alpha = 0.84$; want to use express delivery services (trust and motivation) with $\alpha = 0.88$) and a willingness to use express delivery services or intentions ($\alpha = 0.87$) as three main intention measure. This consistency can be seen from Multi Dimension Model (Rosenberg & Hovland, 1995) that attitude as a construct by cognitive, affective and conative. Attitude used to describe individual’s desire to determine a positive attitude on express delivery services. This finding is consistent with Ehigie (2006) study that positive consumers
attitude is a critical factor associated with customer expectations, perceived service quality, commitment to product, brand or service companies that generate purchase intent. Similar is described by Donio et al. (2006); Brunner et al. (2008) positive customers attitude are not sensitive to negative information and positive customers attitude fully take effect to brand. These results are consistent with research (Ehigie, 2006; Donio et al., 2006; Brunner et al., 2008) obtained the fact that customers’ positive attitude towards use of services will increase intention to use services.

7. Conclusion

Influence between variables in structural equation modeling, in general, does not support the results of previous studies, such as product quality and price reasonableness is not consistent with the study (Cronin & Taylor, 1992) that product quality perceived and services are predictors of positive attitudes and behavior intention antecedent subscribers. The findings further showed no consistent also with findings (Keaveney, 1995; Colgate & Hedge, 2001) that price reasonableness influence positive attitude customers. However, results of studies on price reasonableness in line with (Mittal et al., 1998; Karampour & Ahmadinejad, 2014) studies indicating price does not affect customer’s purchase intention.

The findings indicate that brand image positively influences attitudes. These results support previous studies (Aaker, 2004) that quality perception shows superior differentiation of products or services and customers to the brand and think selectively used services. These results are consistent findings (Hsieh et al., 2004; Karampour & Ahmadinejad, 2014) that brand image elaborating memories, beliefs and preferences of customer’s attitude toward a brand, then brand image and perception of corporate image influence on intention and purchase behavior brand, in line with studies (Blomback & Axelsson, 2007; Ogba & Tan, 2009; Matthiesen & Phau, 2010) brand image influence positive customers attitude. Good customer perception will appear when the brand has a unique advantage / superior, good reputation, popular, nice and provide the best service (Aaker, 1997; Kotler & Keller, 2012). This shows brand image directly describes product quality.

The study showed mediating role attitudes towards an intention to use express delivery services to sharpen study (Rosenberg & Hovland, 1995) that a construct of cognitive, affective and conative able to explain desire individuals to determine a positive attitude. Construction positive attitude (Ehigie, 2006) is a critical factor closely related to customer expectations, perceived services quality. Similar findings (Donio et al., 2006; Brunner et al., 2008) which affect-laden of a brand that a positive attitude will enhance customer intention to use express delivery services.

The study findings role of mediating a positive attitude and intention to use express delivery service at JNE, but there is limited research in the application of its main model’s adoption of quality standards of products / services adopted by the Global Express Association, which requires attributes Global Reach; Reliability; Transparency; Speed; Security. This standard has actually been widely used by similar companies become global players, such as FedEx, TNT, UPS or DHL International. Trends in global express delivery services which should be followed by application of the same standards to facilitate interconnection and
interoperability. With common standards adoption is expected to provide a complete picture about express delivery services nationally and globally.

8. Implication

Implications research can be noted that company’s express delivery services to adopt global standards to improve interconnection and interoperability in a delivery of goods. For marketers the future need to explore advantages of product quality standards / express delivery services and enhance brand image by building an image that company is a global company. This is consistent with level customers awareness needs and expresses delivery services use in line with rising electronic purchasing trends in national and global.
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